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Abst rac t - -By  employing the coincidence degree theory of Mawhin, we study a kind of Rayleigh 
equation with a deviating argument as follows: 
x" (t) + f (x' (t)) + g(x(t - ~(t))) = p(t). 
Some new results on the existence of periodic solutions are obtained. Our results generalize corre- 
sponding work in the past. (~ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords--Per iodic solution, Coincidence degree theory, Deviating argument. 
As is well known, there have been quite a few results on the existence of periodic solutions for 
delay differential equations. For example, in papers [1-4], the following severM types of second- 
order scalar differential equations with delay: 
x"( t )  + g(x( t  - ~-)) = p(t),  
x" ( t )  + ,~2~(t) + g(~(t - ~)) = p(t), 
• "(t)  = f ( t ,  ~(t), x(t  - ~0(t)))~'(t) + Z(t)9(x(t - ~l(t))) = p(t), 
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and 
~Z 
x"(t) + f(x(t))x'(t) + ~ ~j(t)g(x(t - ~j(t))) = p(t) 
j= l  
have been studied. However, to the best of our knowledge, there have appeared few corresponding 
results for the Rayleigh equation with deviating argument so far. In [5], Wang studied a kind of 
Raleigh equation with a deviating argument that takes the form 
x"(t) + f (x'(t)) + g(x(t - T(t))) = p(t), (1) 
where f,  g, p, and ~- are real continuous functions defined on R, and f and p are periodic with 
period 2~r. Under the assumptions of f(0) = 0 and f :~ p(s)ds = O, he obtained the following 
result. 
THEOREM. (See [5].) Suppose there are positive constants K,  D, and M such that 
(1) If(x)[ _< K, Vx e R, 
(2) xg(x) > 0 and Ig(x)l > K rot Ix] > D, and 
(3) g(x) > M for x <_ -D .  
Then equation (1) has at least one 2~r-periodic solution. 
In this paper, we continue to discuss the existence of periodic solutions to equation (1). By 
employing the coincidence degree theory of Mawhin, we obtain some new results which generalize 
the corresponding work of Wang in [5]. For the sake of convenience, we denote by C2= the space 
of continuous 2r-periodic functions, equipped with the norm Ix[0 = maxte[0,2r] Ix(t)[, and also we 
set C~ = {x: x e CI(R, R), x(t+2zr) - x(t)} with the norm Iixll = max{Ixl0, Ix'10}. Meanwhile, 
we define ]xlq := ( f :v  Ix(s)Iq ds) 1/q, q > 1, x e C2~. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose f2o~ p(s) ds = 0 and f(O) = O, and assume that there are constants rl )_ O, 
r2 > O, K > O, and D > 0 such that 
(A1) -K_< f(z) <_ rllxl + K, Vx E R, 
(A2) xg(x) > 0 and [g(x)[ > g t'or Ix[ > D, and 
(As) lim~-~_oo(g(x)/x) = rite. 
Then equation (1) has at least one 2~r-periodic solution for 87r(rl + 7rrlr2) < 1. 
PROOF. Consider the additional equation as follows: 
x'(t) + Af (x'(t)) + Ag(x(t - ~-(t))) = Ap(t), ), e (0, 1). (2) 
From the results (degree theory) in [5,6], one sees that in order to prove the existence of a 
2zr-periodic solution for equation (1), it is sufficient to show that there are positive constants M0 
and M1, independent of A, such that if x(t) is a 2~r-periodic solution of equation (2), then 
Ix]0 < M0 and Ix'10 < M1. 
Now, let x(t) E C~ be an arbitrary 2~r-periodic solution of equation (2). By integrating both 
sides of equation (2)over [0, 27r], we have f :~[f  (x'(t)) + g(x(t - z(t)))] dt = 0. Thus, there is a 
point ~ e [0, 21r] such that 
f(xt(~)) = -g(x(~ - ~-(~))). (3) 
If rl > 0, from our assumption 87r(rl +Trrlr2) < 1, we know that there must be a small constant 
50 e (0, 1/2rlr2) such that 
4~ rl + 2(r~r~ + 5o),~ + ~lr~ 5---------; r~ < 1. (4/ 
Let 1 
= 167r  2 , r I = O,  
50, rl > O. 
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By (4), one can easily check 
[ ? 'zr2+s ] 
4~ ?.1 + 2(rlr2 + z)~ + ~s? . l  < 1. 
? . l r2  
Meanwhile, Assumption (A3) implies that there is a constant p > D such that 
g(x___)) > (rlr2 - E), for x < -p,  rl > 0, and 
x 
9(x)  
< (r lr2 + E): for x < --p, rz ~ 0. 
x 
In what follows, we will prove that there is a point t* E [0, 2~r] such that 
(5) 
(6) 
Ix ( r ) l  < dl~'lo + ~0 (7) 
where d = r l /  (r lr2 - e), e = p + K sgnrz / ( r l r2  - ~). 
CASE 1. rl = 0. If Ix(C--~-(~))1 > D, (A2), (A1), and (3) ensure K < I g (x (~-T(~) ) ) I  = 
If(x(~))] < K, which is a contradiction. So 
Ix(~ - T(~))I _< D < p. (8) 
CASE 2. r l  > 0. 
(1) If x(~-z(~))  > p, then K < g(x(~-~-(~))) -- - f (x ' (~) )  <_ K ,  which is also a contradiction. 
So 
x(~ - T(~)) <_ p. (9) 
(2) If x(~ - ~-(~)) < -p,  then from the first part of (6), we have g(x(~ - T(~)) ) /x(~ - T(~)) > 
r lr2 - ~. So by (3) we obtain 
I ( ? . s= - ~)x(¢  - ~(~))1  < Ig (x (~ - ~(¢) ) )1  = I f (x ' (¢ ) ) l  
-< ~1='(¢)1 + K < ?'~1='1o + K sgn?.l. 
That is, ?'1 Ix I[0 
Lx(e - ~(~))1 < - -  
r l r2  - -  
(3) If x(~ - ~'(~)) > -p ,  then from (9) we get 
+ K sgn r___________l. (10) 
717.2 -- 
I=(¢ - ~(¢)) I  -< p. (11) 
Hence, from (8), (10), and (11), we see in either Case 1 or Case 2 that 
{ _ _  Ksgnr l~  
]x(f - T(f))[ _< max p, rlr2rl[xl[°-- ¢ + r--~2 --'~ J 
< rl]x~lo + Ksgnr___._. 1 +P.  
r l r2  - -  ~ ?'17"2 --
Let ~ - r( f)  = 2kTr + t*, where k is an integer and t* E [0, 2=]. Then 
rl]x']o K sgn rl 
I x ( r ) l  = I~(¢ -  ~(~:))1 < - -  + - -  +p .  
?'17"2 - -  E ? .1 r2  - -  
So (7) holds, and then 
~0 27r I=1o -< I= (t*)l + I='(~)l d, < (2= + d)l~'lo + e. (12) 
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Take E1 = {t : t • [0,2~r], x( t -T ( t ) )  > p}, Ee = {t : t • [0,2~r], x( t -  7(t)) < -p}, and 
E3 = {t: t • [0, 27r], Ix(t - T(t)) I < p}. Then from (3), we have 
/o + + g(x(t - ~-(t))) dt <__ If (z'(t)) I dr. (13) 1 2 3 
As fE~ [g(x(t - ~-(t)))l dt = fE~ g(x(t -- 7(t)))dt and rE2 Ig(t - fft))l dt < 2(?~1r2 -J- £)~lxl0, it 
follows that 
,2, (14) 
< 2(rlr2 + s)lrNo + 2~rgp +/o  If (x'(t)) ldt '  
where gp = maxl~l< p Ig(x)] < +c~. Thus, 
Ix"(s)l ds <_ If (x'(t)) ] dt + Ig(x(t -- T(t)))l dt + 2~rlp]o 
=/0 2~ If (x'(t))[ dr+ (/E+/~+/E~) Ig(x(t 7( t ) ) ) ]d t+ 27rip,0 
< 2 If (x'(t)) ldt + 2(rlr2 + s)Trlxlo + 2rgp + 27rlp[o 
< e {2~11~'1o + 2~K + 2(~2 + ~)~[(2~ + d)l~'lo + e] + 2~g~} + 2~lplo 
-f 47r(rlr~ + e)Ksgnr l  + 4~rp + 47rgp -[- 2~rlpl0 + 4~rK 
? - iT2  - 
2x  
<0/  IJ'(s)lds + ~, 
where 
ol = 4~r(rlr2 + s)K sgnrl + 4~rp + 4~rgp + 2~rlpl0 + 47rK. 
rl r2 - 
By (5), we see G < 1. So Ix'J0 < f:~ ]x"(s)l ds < Ol/(1 - ~) := M1. Hence, by (12) we get 
[xl0 < (27r -b d)]x'}0 + e < (27c + d)M1 -~- e :~- Mo. 
Obviously, M0, M1 are independent of A. Therefore, equation (1) has at least one 27r-periodic 
solution. 
REMARK 1. If rl = 0, then 8~r(rl + ~rrlr2) < 1. Moreover, Condition (A3) of Theorem 1 is 
weaker than Assumption (3) of Wang's theorem. So Theorem 1 generalizes Wang's theorem. 
In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1, we can prove the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose f(0) = 0 and f:Tr p(s) ds = 0, and assume that there are constants r I > O, 
r2>0,  K>0,  andD>0suchthat  
(Ai) -K  - r, lx I <_ f(x)l < K, Vx • R, 
(A~) ~g(x) > o and Ig(x)l > K ~or Ixl > D, and 
(A~) lim~_~+~(g(~)/~) = ~ir2. 
Then equation (1) has at least one 2~r-periodic solution for 87r(rl + crrlr2) < 1. 
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REMARK 2. If fO p(s) ds ~ 0 and f(0) # 0, the problem of the existence of 2~r-periodic solutions 
to equation (1) can be converted to the problem of the existence of 2It-periodic solutions to the 
following equation: 
Xll(t) J[- f l  (X'(t)) --~ gl(X(t  -- f ( t ) ) )  = p l ( t ) ,  (15) 
where Ix(x) = f (x)  - f(O), gl(x) = g(x) - J :=p(s)ds + f(O), pl(t) = p(t) - f :~p(s)ds.  As 
f:= pl(s)ds = 0 and fl(0) = 0, equation (15) can be studied by Theorem 1 (or Theorem 2). 
THEOREM 3. Suppose f(O) = O, and assume that there are constants r a >_ 0 and D > 0 such 
that 
(B1) xg(x) :> 0 and Ig(x)l > IPlo for Ixl > D, and 
(B~) liml~l_~+~W(x)/x) = ~.  
Then equation (1) has at least one 2~r-periodic solution for r3 < 1/4~ 2. 
PROOF. Let x(t) be an arbitrary 2~r-periodic solution Of equation (2), and let to, t l  be maximum 
point and minimum point of x(t) on [0, 27r], respectively. Then x'(to) = O,x'(h) = O, x"(to) <_ O, 
and x"(h)  >_ O. It follows from f(0) = O that 
g¢(to  - ~-(to))) ~ p(to) ~ -Iplo (16) 
and 
g(X(tl-  T(tl))) ~ P(~I) --IPl0' (17) 
(1) If g(x( to  - z(t0))) > Iplo, it follows from (17) that there is a point ~/ e [0, 2zr] such that 
g(x(u - ~-(7/))) = IP[0. So by Assumption (B1), we find 
Ix(~ - ~(~))1 ~ D. (18) 
(2) I fg (x ( to -  z(t0)))<_ [Pl0, it follows from (16)that [g(x(to-~-(t0)))l _< [P[0. So we also have 
from Assumption (B1) that 
Ix(to - m(to))l _< D. (19) 
Hence, in either Case (1) or Case (2), we can obtain from (18) and (19) that there is a point 
e [0,2~r] such that [x(~ - ~-(~))[ _ D. Let ~ - ~-(~) = 2kfr + t*, where k is an integer and 
t* E [0, 2zr]. Then 
e27r 
Ixlo_< Ix(t*)l +Jo  Ix'¢)lds. (20) 
On the other hand, from Assumption (A2) we know that, for ~ = ((47r2) -1 - r~)/2 > 0, there 
is a constant H > 0 such that 
Ig(x)l ~ (r3 +~)lxl ,  Ixl > H. (21) 
Multiplying both sides of equation (2) by x'( t )  and integrating them over [0, 27r], we get 
/o /o /o Ix"(s)l 2 ds < [x"(s)g(x(s - ~-(s)))[ ds + Ix"(s)p(8)l ds. (22) 
Let E~ = {t : t e [0,2~], I~( t -  ~'(t))l > H}, Zs = {t : t e [0,2~], I~( t -  ~'(t))l S H}, and 
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gH = maXtxl<H ]g(x)l < +co. Then 
f0 2~ I~"(s)g(z(~ - ~(s)))l ds 
1/2 
< Ix"(s)l 2 ds~ (27r)l/2[gg + (r3 + e)lx]o ]
/ 
(ff 1/2 < [x"(s) 15 ds) (2~)1/2[g H + (r3 + e)D + 2(r3 + ~)~lx'10] (23) 
x gg+(r3+e)D+(r3+s)(27r) 3/2 Ix"(s)] 2 ds 
_< 4(r3 + e)~ 2 Ixtt(s)] 2 ds -{- (27r) 1/2 [gH + (r3 + e)D] [x"(s)] 2 ds) . 
Furthermore, 
1/2 
]x"(s)p(s)l ds < [p121x"]2 = ]P12 ]x"(s)] ds] . (24) 
Substituting (23) and (24) into (22), we obtain 
~o 2~r 2~" Ix"(s)l 2 ds < ~[gH + (r~ +e)D] 2 := G, 
where  o" 2 = 1 - 47r2(r3 + s) ---- (1 -- 47r2r3)/2 > 0. Thus, 
27r 2~ 1/2 
'X"0 < ~ 'XH(S)] ds<__ (27r) 1/2 (~0 ]XH(8)]2 ds) _< v/2v/~ := M1, 
Ixl0 _ D + Ix'(~)l ds ___ D + 2~-Ix'10 ___ D + 2~v'~-d  := Mo. 
So equation (1) has at least one 21r-periodic solution. 
As an application, let us consider the following equation: 
x"(t) + x'2(t) + x3(t - ~r) = sint. (25) 
~r) ~/1 + x'2(t) 9~r(1 + w)(1 + x2(t - ~r)) 9~r(1 + 
Corresponding to equation (1), we have 
x 2 x 3 
f (x)= 9~r(l+~) lx /~-~'  g(x)= 9~(1+~)(1+x2) ,  T--~C, p----sint. 
Clearly, we can choose rl = 1/9~r(Tr + 1), r2 = 1, D = 2, and K = 1 such that (A1)-(A3) hold, 
and also 8r(r l  +rlr2~r) = 8/9 < 1. Thus, by applying Theorem 1, we find that equation (25) has 
at least one 2~r-periodic solution. However, limlxl__.+~ f(x) -- +co and limx_~_~ g(x) = -c~, so 
the above result cannot be obtained by using Wang's theorem. 
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